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CHAT EDITED after the Talk ---  
Thank you to Andrea Goldsmith for chat notes & to our TECH TEAM Parker & Ethan Cook. 
 
19:03:24 From andrea aw: it is worth the wait!                

19:04:54 From Andrea-Scribe: karana = 5 element material body 
19:06:37 From Andrea-Scribe: antakarana = manas buddhi and ahamkara 
19:06:51 From Andrea-Scribe: manas = thinking feeling willing & memory 
19:07:13 From Andrea-Scribe: NOT "mind" 
19:08:10 From Andrea-Scribe: guru mantra: 
 

Om ajna timirandhasya 
jnananjana shalakaya 

chakshur unmilitam yena 
tasmai shri guruveh namahah 

 
I bow to the Divine Guru, who, with the torchlight 

of knowledge, has forced open my eyes that 
were blinded by the darkness of ignorance. 

 
Om Guru Brahma Guru Vishnu 

Guru Devo Maheshvaraha 
Guru Sakshat Para Brahma 

Tasmai Shri Guruveh Namaha 
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The Guru reveals Brahma, the Creator. 
The Guru reveals Vishnu, the Preserver. 
The Guru reveals Shiva, the Destroyer. 

The Guru reveals the Supreme Brahman. 
I offer my respects to such a Divine Guru. 

19:09:08 From Andrea-Scribe: 
narayanam namaskritya naram chaiva narottamam 

devim sarasvatim vyasam tato jayam udirayet 

Narayana, the Supreme resting place of all humans 
Nara (Arjuna), the ideal human  
Sarasvati, the devi of learning, 

And Veda Vyasadeva, who compiled the Vedic literature in written form… 
By honouring and respecting them 

Our pursuit of dharma can be successful 

19:09:14 From Andrea-Scribe: nara = humans 
19:09:30 From Andrea-Scribe: Narayana = Krishna/Vishnu - the resting place of all the living 

entities 
19:11:16 From Andrea-Scribe: The Pandavas were in exile for 13 years before the battle took 

place. trying to avoid a military conclusion to the family conflict 
19:12:54 From Andrea-Scribe: bhakti yoga - the desire to be at the feet of Bhagavan, not at the 

head or above him or anyone whom you love 
19:13:10 From Andrea-Scribe: Shri Krishna had feet that smelled like lotus flowers 
19:13:49 From Andrea-Scribe: Krishna wakes up from his nap and sees Arjuna first. He will be 

his chariot driver.  
19:14:33 From Andrea-Scribe: the karana has 10 sensory organs - active and passive 
19:16:10 From Andrea-Scribe: the kshatriyas - the warrior class - had to chant mantras to Durga 
19:16:20 From Andrea-Scribe: Durga and Shiva - Father and Mother Nature 
19:17:11 From Andrea-Scribe: everyone about to engage in a conflict are the children of 

Mother Nature and are dear to her. so the soldiers chant to her to get her permission 
to be in conflict against anyone else. 

19:17:18 From Andrea-Scribe: (one mantra to the nine forms of Durga – not necessarily the 
soldier one) 

 
Om prathamam shailaputri cha 

dvitiyam brahmacharini 
tritiyam chandraghanteti 

kushmandeti chaturthakam  
panchamam skandamateti 
shashtam katyayaniti cha 

saptamam kalaratriti 
maha gauri chashtamam  
navamam sidhidatri cha 
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nava durga prakirtitah 
 

19:18:15 From Andrea-Scribe: asking her to be on the side of those who are pursuing dharma 
19:20:11 From Andrea-Scribe: vipathus = "pathos" empathy etc. Arjuna is feeling this deep 

grief at the thought of the loss of his beloveds, his family 
19:20:43 From Andrea-Scribe: we all have in common that we think we are the body - the deha 

- but we are the dehi, the atma, the immortal being 
19:22:45 From Andrea-Scribe: empathy - the highest state of awareness. we should feel it for 

all living entities, not just our family. all living beings are indeed our family -- getting 
mother nature's permission to have a conflict with them 

19:22:52 From Andrea-Scribe: see everyone as an atma 
19:23:00 From Andrea-Scribe: mahatma 
19:26:20 From Andrea-Scribe: every living entity deserves our respect 
19:27:57 From Andrea-Scribe: this empathy for all living beings is the prerequisite for 

understanding the Bhagavad Gita to attempt to have that broad a view for all 
existence. see all as our brothers and sisters. and this is the medicine too. 

19:28:29 From VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: verse 31 
19:28:55 From VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: verse 32 
19:29:04 From Andrea-Scribe: Arjuna is seeing inauspicious signs that the battle should not go 

ahead 
19:29:30 From Andrea-Scribe: a battle in which all will lose 
19:29:32 From VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: verse 33 
19:30:05 From VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: verse 34 - 35 
19:31:03 From Andrea-Scribe: the entire universe is filled with life at 14 different lokas -- all 

different kinds of lives and entities 
19:32:22 From Andrea-Scribe: "in all the trilokas" 
19:34:07 From Andrea-Scribe: the earth planet is a decisive planet - loka - because you can go 

down to be an animal again or you can go up to the deva realms. something very 
special about it. you can go down, up or OUT 

19:37:37 From Dave Fogarty: Yikes… 
19:38:02 From Aaron Moon Cantwell: electromagnetic solar storm:D 
19:41:10 From Julia Frittaion: no audio 
19:42:05 From Zubin Parihar: We can hear! 
19:42:15 From Zubin Parihar: Jeffrey was about to tell us a Secret! 
19:42:28 From Brian K.: I noticed there was an update of Zoom 
19:42:40 From Dave Fogarty: He ended on. What’s really important… 
19:42:50 From Kate Young: I got my soft cover Gita today!!! I am doing the happy dance!! 
19:43:43 From judy orloff: Andrea, I so appreciate your notes.  Thank you! 
19:43:58 From Andrea-Scribe: thank you!! 
19:44:58 From Andrea-Scribe: our conflicts will either make us want to withdraw altogether or 

we will find ourselves in a conflict with our own family 
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19:46:48 From Andrea-Scribe: dharmakshetre kurukshetre - the definition of dharma was 
reestablished by an interfamilial conflict that could not be avoided, because of 
dharma. the truths which sustain and are behind all existence. the truths that are 
always true for everyone = sanatana dharma 
Kshatriya dharma for Arjuna, a warrior - occupational dharma with rules and codes. 
these are the dharma of a particular activity within nature. 
Kula dharma 

19:47:01 From Andrea-Scribe: how can we destroy our own family? 
19:47:19 From Andrea-Scribe: kula = extended family 
19:49:45 From VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: *** Listen for & learn the different kinds of Dharma 
19:50:14 From Andrea-Scribe: kula -- culture -- school -- extended family... noone had cars, 

everyone lived in the same area, had neighbours, went to school together, depended 
on each other for building barns etc. 

19:50:51 From Andrea-Scribe: the kula has to do with the extended family phenomenon. not 
everyone would have the same occupation or dharma 

19:51:11 From Andrea-Scribe: what it took to preserve a small population and have them stay 
healthy e.g., not marrying your first cousin 

19:52:13 From Andrea-Scribe: Kula gave way to caste which is a Portuguese word for passing 
wealth on to your children - casta 

19:52:50 From Andrea-Scribe: a kula has some elements of this because some occupations 
would be passed down within the same family as long as the next person was 
qualified to be a warrior for example. 

19:53:25 From Andrea-Scribe: are you given empowerment but don't have the qualifications to 
use it properly? the whole culture is damaged by that.  

19:53:41 From Andrea-Scribe: India is criticized for having a caste system but it's not accurate 
19:53:47 From Andrea-Scribe: they did have a kula system 
19:54:03 From Andrea-Scribe: they had a varna system which chooses your occupation by 

ability 
19:54:23 From Andrea-Scribe: what happens if you don't take care of your kula system? 
19:54:49 From VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: verse 39-41 
19:55:19 From Andrea-Scribe: when the Vedic codes of kula dharma are overwhelmed by 

chaos. the kula is fragmented 
19:55:29 From Andrea-Scribe: a number of dharmas discussed here. 
19:55:43 From VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: check other Gita's for this verse #41 -:(  
19:56:19 From Andrea-Scribe: keeping the safety and sanctity of the women and men and 

keeping them apart sexually so they evolve properly, keep everything balanced 
19:56:55 From Andrea-Scribe: the vision of the feminine as mother earth, mother nature. the 

very essence of life and the feminine must be protected and fostered 
19:57:47 From Andrea-Scribe: the original "commune" was indeed a kula. there is a dharma to 

be maintained, a structure of how to govern and hold people accountable, what are 
the appropriate behaviours or dharmas 
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19:58:28 From Andrea-Scribe: there were millions of people here at Kurukshetra for the battle, 
wagons, animals, cooks etc. 

19:58:57 From Andrea-Scribe: Arjuna had travelled around making allies and they came here 
for the battle 

19:59:30 From Andrea-Scribe: the code is warriors only kill other warriors. no civilians get 
killed. kshatriya dharma 

20:00:05 From Andrea-Scribe: Arjuna is warning that the whole kula system could be destroyed 
with so many people, especially men, dying in the battle 

20:00:15 From Andrea-Scribe: why then did Bhagavan create a war?? 
20:00:22 From Andrea-Scribe: use the conflict to teach the truth 
20:00:43 From Andrea-Scribe: created an epic story that could not be forgotten 
20:03:30 From Andrea-Scribe: kula dharma = social sustainability from generation to generation 
20:03:49 From Andrea-Scribe: the well-being of our entire civilization 
20:04:58 From VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: verse 42 - "naraka"  
20:05:02 From Andrea-Scribe: nara = humans.  
20:05:25 From Andrea-Scribe: naraka = a predictable response to abusing the powers and 

privileges of being human 
20:05:36 From Andrea-Scribe: based on many lifetimes 
20:05:57 From Andrea-Scribe: we the atma are a dehi, and we get a deha, a body 
20:06:47 From Andrea-Scribe: through our actions we determine the next place and flavour that 

we go  
20:07:04 From Andrea-Scribe: but it's not "hell" or a punishment. it's based on your current 

choices 
20:07:09 From VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: The 'flavor' of your actions determine your next 

destination - MIND YOUR  GUNAS  
20:07:33 From Vanessa Jerez: lol Jeffrey is so funny 
20:07:36 From Andrea-Scribe: were you a chimpanzee in your past life?? 
20:07:41 From Andrea-Scribe: lol 
20:08:20 From Andrea-Scribe: not “punishment” but consequence as cause and effect. we are 

here with volition, we choose to be here, and we choose our direction, we choose an 
action 

20:09:14 From Andrea-Scribe: our journey as jiva atmas going across time over millions of 
lifetimes 

20:09:26 From Andrea-Scribe: can you hold this big picture? 
20:09:41 From Andrea-Scribe: naraka = a greatly disturbed place 
20:11:50 From Andrea-Scribe: the jati codes of professional conduct 
20:12:03 From Andrea-Scribe: we are raised in the kula 
20:12:08 From Andrea-Scribe: guru kula = school 
20:12:51 From Andrea-Scribe: and they would examine you to see what are your best desires, 

skills, and abilities for what your occupation will be that best suits you 
20:13:00 From VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: VARNA:  
20:13:04 From Andrea-Scribe: varna – brahmana, kshatriya, vaishya, shudra 
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20:13:11 From Andrea-Scribe: your best way to contribute to the world 
20:13:35 From Andrea-Scribe: professor, protector, producer, provider 
20:15:01 From Andrea-Scribe: whatever skills you bring to other human beings 
20:15:18 From Andrea-Scribe: they're all important. not lower or higher 
20:15:40 From VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: Defined SOCIAL BODY: is our social body healthy 

today?  
20:15:58 From Andrea-Scribe: the social body. the professor is the head. the protector are the 

arms. the producers are the stomach. the providers are the legs. 
20:16:07 From Andrea-Scribe: we need them all. which body part would you get rid of? 
20:17:17 From Andrea-Scribe: jati - a particular occupation within one of the four varnas eg 

hundreds of jobs within the military 
20:17:28 From Andrea-Scribe: shreni - the career ladder 
20:18:04 From Andrea-Scribe: eg lawyer …  supreme court justice 
20:18:35 From Andrea-Scribe: there are internal professional codes within the shreni 
20:19:05 From Andrea-Scribe: the higher ups "govern" the lowers 
20:19:14 From Andrea-Scribe: professional codes of conduct etc. 
20:19:48 From Andrea-Scribe: at the end of the chapter Arjuna throws down his bow, sits on 

the ground, his manas overwhelmed with sorrow 
20:20:02 From Andrea-Scribe: the battle is about to start 
20:21:18 From Andrea-Scribe: Bhagavan has avatared at this moment in history, arranging an 

amazing 3D circus so that all of the interactions can be used for teaching part of how 
society works successfully or unravels. the Bhagavad Gita is the field manual for yoga, 
the user’s manual for being human.  

20:22:56 From Andrea-Scribe: Bhagavan purposely leaving behind a short conversation 
between himself and our representative Arjuna so that Arjuna can ask our questions 
of the source. how to have a friendly relationship with the source of everything and 
how to listen to the precise Sanskrit words so that the message we get today is the 
exact same one that was given to Arjuna 7000 years ago. 

20:23:19 From Andrea-Scribe: we come in alone and leave alone. we are not here with a 
committee. 

20:24:11 From Andrea-Scribe: Bhagavad Gita preparing us to hear exactly who we are, what 
our equipment is, what manas is... we are Manushya - from manas 

20:24:47 From Andrea-Scribe: the faculties of the antakarana are manas, buddhi, ahamkara. we 
carry our memories from life to life. 

20:25:25 From Andrea-Scribe: making offerings to the departed ancestors 
20:27:58 From Andrea-Scribe: we are linked to our ancestors in a debt of gratitude and 

responsibility. being closest to us they can have a tremendous impact on us. all of our 
previous ancestors - wherever they are right now - were co-contributors to the body 
we're using right now. they live in it in a way. their previous actions shaped and 
created it. we have a debt to our ancestors. our obligations extend from life to life 

20:30:16 From Andrea-Scribe: only on earth planets can you move yourself to another loka by 
purposeful behavior. or you can decide you've had enough and get moksha 
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20:30:48 From Andrea-Scribe: AG NOTE: This is why they say it is so special to be born human 
20:32:47 From Andrea-Scribe: Janardana - another name for Bhagavan in the Bhagavad Gita 

(we took out most of the other names for simplification) 
20:33:03 From Andrea-Scribe: jana ardana - the one who gives you the response to your 

actions 
20:33:20 From Andrea-Scribe: ardana = arduous - the arduous journey of being human. 

20:34:22 From Laura Plumb:       

20:34:41 From Andrea-Scribe: dealing with our karma from past lives or someone who opens a 
new karmic account with us. there is lots of suffering in human life. Birth, death, old 
age and disease. in between all the suffering we have an opportunity to clear our 
books. the return of our ultimate free will 

20:34:42 From VASA - Sandi: turn your videos on for  Q&A please 
20:43:23 From Andrea-Scribe: yajna - special ceremony to fulfill obligations and responsibilities 

e.g., to devas, to ancestors. complete the circle of gratitude and reciprocity 
20:43:52 From Andrea-Scribe: if our ancestors get stuck in a lower loka we can pass them 

some merit to get out of it 
20:45:59 From Andrea-Scribe: have reciprocity with everything or everyone that is helping you 

live. keep the continuity 
20:46:05 From Andrea-Scribe: closing the circle 
20:48:11 From Andrea-Scribe: manas, buddhi and ahamkara - constitute the subtle body, he 

antakarana 
20:48:33 From Andrea-Scribe: ahamkara - the most subtle manifestation of matter 
20:48:37 From VASA - Sandi: PAGE 289 GLOSSARY - Ahamkara 
20:49:00 From Andrea-Scribe: most fine particle of prakriti (matter) 
20:49:10 From Andrea-Scribe: our atma is inside all the 8 material elements  
20:49:51 From Andrea-Scribe: the particles of all eight material elements are attracted to our 

atma exactly the way the planets are orbiting the sun. they are in its grip 
20:50:11 From Andrea-Scribe: orbiting our atma irresistibly 
20:51:39 From Andrea-Scribe: UltiMate Relationship course lol 
21:01:08 From Kate Young: check out Jeffrey's YouTube on gunas 
21:01:24 From VASA - Sandi: Discernment  
21:03:07 From VASA - Sandi: Ganesha's wives are Buddhi & Siddhi = Obstacles are removed 

when you use your discernment to achieve success (perfection) Sattva   
 
 
Class #06 Summary 
 
We continued Chapter 1 in this class. Arjuna is concerned that this battle will destroy the “dharma” 
and “kula” structures that keep society integrated. Kavindra-ji spent quite a bit of time discussing the 
various social structures and practices – including kula, varna, ashram, jati, shreni, various forms of 
dharma – that kept society functioning, as well as the difference between these and what have been 
wrongly called the “caste” system in India, which was in fact a mis-allocated Portuguese word. He 
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also explained what “naraka” means, which is usually mistranslated as “hell” but in reality is a lower 
level of existence that we go to, not because of some punishment, but because of the karma that we 
experience due to the effects of our choices and actions. Again, the Bhagavad Gita is a user’s manual 
to help us navigate all the complexities of living in this material body and the social body. 
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